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Abstract

Ecological engineering has developed at a considerable pace since 1989. A journal has been
formed and has prospered, a professional society has developed, and a major international
SCOPE project has started. Some ecological underpinnings of ecological engineering such as
self-design have become well established, but the involvement of the engineering fraternity
has been slower due to professional constraints. Ecological engineering, which involves both
ecological and engineering disciplines, needs to integrate the two fields into a new meta-dis-
cipline that includes professional accreditation. Ecosystem restoration, possibly a sub-field of
ecological engineering, also has such professional questions. Altogether, 12 fundamental
questions about the future of ecological engineering are posed and six recommendations are
given on possible approaches that need to be taken to insure a healthy development of the
field. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ecological engineering, as a trans-discipline, has reached an important cross-
roads. The field, first elucidated by H.T. Odum and colleagues in several papers in
the 1960s (Odum, 1962; Odum et al., 1963) and later by Ma (1985) in China was
formally presented in the first book devoted to that subject in 1989 (Mitsch and
Jørgensen, 1989). Thus, as of this 1996 presentation, ecological engineering com-
pleted its 7th year of development since that book was published. From that point
in 1989, development of the field has been rapid. But the rapid development of
ecological engineering is not without questions that will have to be addressed. This
paper presents a historical review of ecological engineering followed by an intro-
spective look at the field over this recent 7-year period, 1989–1996. The basic
questions that need to be answered (the 7-year itches) are then presented, followed
by some recommendations for future development of the field (where to scratch).

2. Definitions of ecological engineering

At a May 1993 workshop on ecological engineering at the US National Academy
of Sciences (Mitsch, 1996), a slight variation of the definition of ecological
engineering, as originally given by Mitsch and Jørgensen (1989), was presented:
‘‘the design of sustainable ecosystems that integrate human society with its natural
environment for the benefit of both’’.

The earlier definition was ‘‘the design of human society with its natural environ-
ment for the benefit of both’’ (Mitsch and Jørgensen, 1989). The emphasis shifted
from designing society to designing ecosystems. Ecological engineering combines
basic and applied science for the restoration, design, and construction of aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems. The goals of ecological engineering and ecotechnology
are: (1) the restoration of ecosystems that have been substantially disturbed by
human activities such as environmental pollution or land disturbance; and (2) the
development of new sustainable ecosystems that have human and ecological value.

Before this recent interest in ecological engineering, Odum and colleagues had
described the field as involving ‘‘those cases in which the energy supplied by man
is small relative to the natural sources, but sufficient to produce large effects in the
resulting patterns and processes’’ (Odum, 1962) and ‘‘environmental manipulation
by man using small amounts of supplementary energy to control systems in which
the main energy drives are still coming from natural sources’’ (Odum et al., 1963).
In China, ecological engineering has been developing in practice for thousands of
years and in theory for several decades (Ma, 1985; Ma et al., 1988; Ma and Yan,
1989; Yan and Zhang, 1992; Mitsch et al., 1993; Yan et al., 1993). Ma et al. (1988)
described the field as ‘‘…a specially designed system of production processes in
which the principles of the species symbiosis and the cycling and regeneration of
substances in an ecological system are applied…’’.

In many ways ecological engineering is not a new field but an amalgam of several
fields, some almost home-spun, that deal with restoration and creation of ecosys-
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tems for the benefit of humans and nature. Some of the many synonyms and
subsets of ecological engineering are illustrated in Table 1, a list updated from the
original one presented by Mitsch (1993). Terms such as biomanipulation (e.g.
fisheries for eutrophication control; Hosper and Jagtman (1990)), bioengineering
(Schiechtl, 1980), ecotechnology and eco-tech (Straskraba, 1993; Moser, 1994,
1996), and even nature engineering (Aanen et al., 1993) convey a sense of ecological
engineering. Restoration ecology and the restoration fields (terrestrial, aquatic,
wetland, etc.) also have features in common with ecological engineering. Ecosystem
restoration can be, in fact, ‘‘ecological engineering of the best kind’’ (Bradshaw,
1997).

3. Rationale for ecological engineering

We are now discovering that not all environmental problems are solvable by
conventional technological means and within foreseeable nonrenewable energy
limits. In many ways, we are playing a ‘‘shell game’’ with pollution, solving one
problem only to create another. Fly ash from air pollution control devices becomes
a solid waste that is disposed of on the land and in our watersheds. Solid and
hazardous wastes are put in secure landfills that produce leachate as water
pollution. Burning the wastes causes air pollution problems. Ecological engineering,
because it is based on biological systems, has a greater probability of ending the
shell game with our pollutants or at least minimizing the transfers from one media
to another. Also, we are faced with a global loss of biodiversity, partially because
of our lack of recognition of nature’s capacity to assist humanity (Costanza et al.,
1997). These natural services, now becoming increasingly recognized by researchers
as important economic forces, are amplified in ecological engineering projects. As
observed by Aldo Leopold several years ago, the first rule of a successful tinkerer
is to not throw away any of the parts. With ecological engineering, there is an
ecosystem or at least a species conservation ethic that should develop within the
field, namely, all organisms should be protected as they may someday be keystone
species in an ecologically engineered system.

Table 1
Synonyms, subdisciplines or fields similar to ecological engineering

Synthetic ecology Biomanipulation
Restoration ecology River and lake restoration
Bioengineering Wetland restoration
Sustainable agroecology Reclamation ecology
Habitat reconstruction Nature engineering
Ecosystem rehabilitation Ecotechnology
Biospherics Ecotechniques
Engineering ecology Industrial ecology

Ecological process technologyEco-tech
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Table 2
Some major events in ecological engineering in the past 7 years

Year Event

Ecological Engineering (Mitsch and Jørgensen, 1989) published1989
1991 First international conference on ecological engineering, Trosa, Sweden

The journal Ecological Engineering began publication1992
1993 US National Academy of Sciences Workshop on Ecological Engineering, Washington, DC

Cover article on ecological engineering published in En6ironmental Science and Technology1993
International Ecological Engineering Society (IEES) started, Utrecht, The Netherlands1993
SCOPE project ‘‘Ecological engineering and ecosystem restoration’’ approved, Paris, France1994
Discussion of ecological engineering at US National Academy of Engineering (NAE) work-1994
shop, Washington, DC. Results published in Schulze (1996)
Joint editorials on ecological engineering between Ecological Engineering and ASCE (Ameri-1994
can Society of Civil Engineers) En6ironmental Engineering journal

1995 Ecotechniques meeting in Stendsund, Sweden
1995 First ecological engineering symposium at Ecological Society of America (ESA) meeting,

Snowbird, Utah
1995 First SCOPE workshop in Tallinn, Estooonia, 1995

Ecological summit 96, Copenhagen, Denmark, features ecological engineering with several1996
other new ecological fields
First ecological engineering conference in the Far East, Beijing, China1996

4. Development of the field

Some of the major developments in the field of ecological engineering over the
past 7 years are listed in Table 2. Since the publication of Mitsch and Jørgensen
(1989), there has been an accelerated development of activities that are attempting
to define the field. An international conference on the subject, with an emphasis on
wastewater treatment, was held in Trosa, Sweden, in 1991. The papers at the
meeting were published shortly after the conference (Etnier and Guterstam, 1991)
and then republished recently (Etnier and Guterstam, 1997). The emphasis of that
pioneering conference and, indeed the general movement of ecological engineering
in many parts of the world, has been with wastewater treatment using ecological
systems.

The year 1992 was marked with the start of the journal Ecological Engineering,
now in its 7th year of development (Mitsch, 1997). In 1993, three significant events
related to ecological engineering occurred. A cover story (Mitsch, 1993) was
published in the widely read En6ironmental Science and Technology on ecological
engineering; a workshop on the subject was convened by the US National Research
Council at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, DC; and an Interna-
tional Society for Ecological Engineering was established at a meeting in Utrecht,
The Netherlands. The first two events took the field to an audience that was only
vaguely familiar with it; the third set into motion an organization that continues to
sponsor international meetings around the world.
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In 1994, the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE), an
international scientific organization based in Paris, approved in principle the
development of a SCOPE project entitled ‘Ecological Engineering and Ecosystem
Restoration’ that was to be carried out through workshops in Eastern Europe,
China and the Americas, emphasizing the different approaches and settings for
ecological engineering in each part of the world. The first workshop of this project
was held in Estonia in late 1995 and already two special issues of Ecological
Engineering related to this project are being developed, with the first recently
published (Mitsch and Mander, 1997).

Dialog began with engineers at a special workshop on ‘Engineering within
Ecological Constraints’ held at the National Academy of Engineering in Washing-
ton DC in 1994 (Schulze, 1996) and with ecologists at a symposium on ecological
engineering held at the 1995 Ecological Society of America annual meeting in
Snowbird, Utah. Two meetings that featured ecological engineering occurred in
1996 with the EcoSummit of 1996 in Copenhagen, Denmark, in August 1996 and
the International Ecological Engineering Conference in Beijing, China, in October
1996.

5. The underpinnings

Ecological engineering will be, of course, the acid-test of our ecological princi-
ples, just as ecosystem restoration was so described by Bradshaw (1987). The
fundamental concepts of ecological engineering that make it different from other
engineering fields are as follows: (1) self-design (self organization) is a cornerstone;
(2) the field involves biological systems; and (3) sustainable ecosystems are the goal.

5.1. Self design

Self-design is the property of ecosystem development in which the chance
presence of species is analogous to the occasional mutation necessary for evolution
to proceed. The application of self-design in ecological engineering is that if an
ecosystem is open to allow seeding, through human or natural means, of enough
species’ propagules, the system itself will optimize its design by selecting for that
assemblage of plants, microbes and animals best adapted for existing conditions. It
contrasts with traditional engineering ‘design’, where rigid control over system
properties is sought. In a typical engineering project, the engineer tries to anticipate
every perturbation to make a predictable and reliable system that will perform a
given function for a given life-time of the system, be it an airplane, a building, a
dam, or an electronic circuit (Fig. 1(a)). The ecological engineer, in contrast, relies
more on nature’s ability to self-design a resilient, difficult-to-perturb system than on
his or her foresight and expertise to design a flawless system (Fig. 1(b)). This design
philosophy, in essence, takes advantage of the wealth of information available from
nature’s library—its biodiversity. Nature contributes to the final design of the
system and this should be celebrated; human engineers simply provide the initial
conditions for that self-design to happen.
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5.2. Biological components

Ecological engineering has been extrapolated to include many systems including
waste separation systems, green engineering and so on. One of the defining
characteristics of ecological engineering should be that it deals with biological
systems; self design cannot be anticipated in a purely physical system.

Fig. 1. Contrast between (a) conventional engineering and (b) ecological engineering.
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5.3. Sustainability

Ecological engineering should result in a sustainable or nearly sustainable system,
running primarily on natural energies such as solar radiation, wind, rainfall,
streamflow and other sustainable forcing functions. A test to see if a system is truly
ecological engineering is to reduce the human intervention and see what happens.
Projects such as Biosphere 2 (Nelson et al., 1993; Vergano, 1996), while predomi-
nantly based on biological systems, cannot be considered sustainable because of the
enormous energy subsidies necessary to support life in the enclosure; but as a model
of our own biosphere and as a projection of systems to be constructed in outer
space for human habitation, it can be considered as an integral contribution to
ecological engineering.

6. What itches?

With the rapid development of ecological engineering on many fronts, including
a new journal, society and interest by both ecologists and engineers, the future is
bright. But there are pitfalls on the horizon that must be maneuvered around for
the field to flourish and there are basic questions that still need to be answered.

6.1. What is the rationale for ecological engineering and what are its goals?

While we can justify ecological engineering as a low-energy, high-ecosystem
approach to solving problems or an amplification of the natural service functions of
nature, its rationale needs to be continually investigated. Would ecological engi-
neering be proposed in a world of unlimited energy? Or is it going to be selected for
only in cases or locations of resource limitation?

6.2. What are the major concepts of ecological engineering?

Self-design, while a cornerstone of ecological engineering, cannot be the only
ecological principle on which the field is based. Although we published 20 so-called
principles in 1989 (Mitsch and Jørgensen, 1989), few attempts have been made to
collect the ecological principles that truly apply to ecological engineering.

6.3. What are the boundaries of ecological engineering?

Ecological engineering covers a wide spectrum of fields, from intensely engi-
neered systems such as Biosphere 2 to restoration of systems that need only minor
human involvement such as prairie or wetland restoration (Fig. 2). Do these kinds
of ecological engineering represent the extremes? Are there other types of ecological
engineering projects that do not fit within this spectrum? What about regional
agro-ecological systems that involve farm, households and their connections?
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of ecological engineering examples, showing relative sustainability potential, reliance on
self-design and required human engineering.

6.4. What are the measures of success of ecological engineering projects?

We have few standards by which we can judge these ecologically engineered
projects. How do we know if self-design is working? Can we use reference
ecosystems for comparison? What are the signs of a failed ecologically engineered
system? Has ecological economics advanced to the point where it can be a tool by
which we assess and ‘keep score’ of these systems? Are there any other analytical
approaches for judging these projects?

6.5. What are the linkages of ecological engineering to the science of ecology?

The science of ecology, now well established in academic circles and being
applied more and more by resource and environmental agencies, will be tested
through the application of created and restored ecosystems but can the linkages
between the field and the theory remain strong?

6.6. How do we balance theory 6ersus empiricism?

How can we keep our ecologically engineered projects from simply becoming an
endless parade of case studies from which little theory emanates? Conversely, how
can we create and restore ecosystems if we are burdened by outdated or even wrong
theories of ecosystem function?
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6.7. At what scale do we approach ecological engineering?

Ecological engineering can be carried out at the mesocosm (0.1–1 ha), ecosystem
(1–10 ha), or regional (\100 ha) scales (Mitsch, 1993). Do we approach its
application at all three scales? Do we nest projects at each scale? What scale is
necessary to make a difference?

6.8. What tools are a6ailable for analyzing ecological engineering?

Ecological modelling is an appropriate tool for predicting the behavior of
ecological engineered systems. What are some other ecological engineering ap-
proaches and tools?

6.9. What are the ramifications of ecological engineering in de6eloping countries
with differing 6alues and cultures?

Ecological engineering has co-evolved in the West and in China (Mitsch et al.,
1993) and different approaches have developed in each culture, given the vastly
different economic and food-production systems. Will ecological engineering be-
come like so many technologies that cannot be transported from developed to
developing countries because of the lack of infrastructure? Will we be able to bring
ecological engineering approaches from developing countries to developed coun-
tries, particularly if low energy times are in the future?

6.10. How do we institutionalize ecological engineering education?

Universities and technical colleges are not set up to easily develop ecological
engineering programs. Engineering programs are strongly based on professional
careers and accreditation. Ecology has just begun a certification procedure in the
USA that is accepted by only a minority of ecologists. Can universities teach
programs in ecological engineering with adequate resources and lack of isolation?
Can universities hire faculty who call themselves ecological engineers (as opposed to
teaching classes with an ecologist and an engineer)? Is this the profession that they
would hope to produce in the students? Is it possible for one person to understand
and have knowledge of both ecology and engineering?

6.11. How will we integrate the ecological and the engineering paradigms?

Ecology is based on the study of nature and has been influenced by both
reductionist and systems approaches. Engineering is based on the application of
science to designing systems and solving problems. Can these vastly different
approaches be integrated?
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6.12. Under what conditions will ecological engineering flourish or disappear?

This, of course, is the biggest question. The field should mirror its self-design
approach. It should be among the tools in the tool chest in the event that system
forces call for its application. It appears to be the engineering approach for what
Odum (1995) calls ‘‘the prosperous way down’’.

7. Where to scratch

The following is a summary of some of the things that must be done (where to
scratch the itch) to allow ecological engineering to develop.

(1) Ecologists need to recognize the applied nature of their field to offer
prescriptions, not just descriptions, for environmental problems. Ecology has
traditionally been a descriptive, rather than a prescriptive, field (Odum, 1989;
Mitsch, 1993). It needs to become more involved in problem solving through
engineering approaches.

(2) Engineers need to understand that biological and ecological sciences are
fundamental to their tasks. Engineers, with the exception of sanitary engineers and
a few other fields, are reluctant to consider biological, let alone ecological, systems
as possible solutions to problems. This is probably because of the seemingly noisy
and often random behavior of these ecosystems, at least in contrast to physical
systems. A solid understanding of ecological principles coupled with an engineer’s
problem solving approach offers a new opportunity for dealing with some of our
environmental problems.

(3) A formal accreditation of ecological engineering should be developed in
concert with existing engineering accreditations. Ecologists need to recognize the
importance of this and participate in its development.

(4) Universities need to integrate ecology and engineering into rational and
rigorous programs of ecological engineering.

(5) Ecologists and engineers need to work together and understand each other’s
language.

(6) The international dialog needs to continue to establish the scientific basis,
limitations and opportunities for ecological engineering.

8. Conclusions

Ecological engineering has come a long way over the past 7 or more years and
an extrapolation of the activity to the future suggests that it could become one of
the principle meta-disciplines of the 21st century. But the continued development of
the field depends on both ecologists and engineers working together in the present
generation to allow us to have ecological engineers working in the next.
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